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ABSTRACT

We demonstrate dora the explorer, a system that guides users
in finding items of interest in a very large data set. dora the
explorer provides users with the full spectrum of exploration
modes and is driven by Data Familiarity or Curiosity, as well
as User Interventions. dora the explorer is able to handle
data and search scenario complexity, i.e., the difficulty to find scat-
tered/clustered individual records in the data set, and user ability
to express what s/he needs. dora the explorer relies on Deep
Reinforcement Learning that combines intrinsic (curiosity) and
extrinsic (familiarity) rewards. dora’s main goal is to support sci-
entific discovery from data. We describe the system architecture
and illustrate it with three demonstration scenarios on a 2.6 mil-
lion galaxies SDSS, a large sky survey data set1. A video of dora
the explorer is available at https://bit.ly/dora-demo, the code
https://github.com/apersonnaz/rl-guided-galaxy-exploration, and
the application at https://bit.ly/dora-application.

1 INTRODUCTION

Guiding users in finding a set of target records is an iterative process
that caters to realistic situations where users are only partially fa-
miliar with the data and its structure, or where they do not precisely
know what they are looking for. This process is also referred to
as Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA), a research area that has been
around for several decades, and that is seeing a renewal thanks to
the increasing application of deep learning techniques (e.g., [10, 16]).

1https://www.sdss.org/
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Figure 1: Need for dora the explorer in Astrophysics.

The ability to find a set of records in EDA depends on two key as-
pects: (1) data and scenario complexity: searching for the location of
individual records in a data set ranges from looking for "a needle in
the haystack" to "scattered deposits" of clustered records of interest,
and (2) human ability: users may be very familiar with the data
and the application domain, and know how and where to search,
or they may not be able to express their needs. This yields a wide
range of EDA scenarios that require developing a tool that can
address different user needs and expertise, and reduce overall user
effort in data exploration, in particular for the non experts in data
science. This is particularly prevalent in the context of scientific
discovery from very large data sets such as in astrophysics, omics
or exploratory research.

Consider Sri, an astrophysicist, who would like to explore astro-
nomical objects in SDSS, a very large sky survey data set2. Sri has
identified a set of unusual objects, referred to as Green Pea galaxies
that recently gained attention in Astronomy as one of the poten-
tial sources that drove cosmic reionization. Sri wants to engage in
finding as many Green Peas as possible, and possibly other kinds
of galaxies that are similar to the Green peas. She needs to explore
the data and refine her needs on-the-go. Figure 1 shows a sequence
of three consecutive steps that Sri goes through. She first launches
an automated multi-step exploration process that looks for familiar
yet different objects: it first finds neighboring objects, with sim-

ilar colors as the Green Peas and then it breaks down those

objects into subsets of similar spectral properties. These two
steps result in more Green Peas. At this stage, Sri could intervene

2https://www.sdss.org/
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Figure 2: Architecture of dora the explorer.

and switch to a different explorationmode, the fully curiousmode that
finds objects that have comparable distributions of relative

ratios and strength of emission lines at higher redshifts. As
a result, Sri discovers that Green peas are analogous to high redshift
galaxies. At this stage, she decides to stop and have a discussion
with the rest of the team about the found objects.

While seemingly simple, the steps through which Sri went look
for a mix of needles in a haystack and large sets of clustered objects.
Today’s astrophysicists spend considerable time running series of
SQL queries against the SkyServer database3. Most of the time is
spent reformulating queries to attempt to find similar objects: by
searching for subsets or supersets of objects, searching for objects
with similar properties or similar distributions of some object prop-
erties, and finally, searching for objects in the vicinity of a given set
objects. We present dora the explorer, a system that enables a
variety of exploration operations in a single framework and guides
the users in the process of exploring data. The challenge of pro-
viding adequate guidance is to understand when to apply which
operation. To address the lack of training examples in a covering
a virtually infinite number of exploration scenarios, we propose
to use Reinforcement Learning. Our solution pre-trains several
models with scattered and concentrated target sets, and relies on
encoding intrinsic and extrinsic rewards. Extrinsic reward captures
the reward of finding (some) target objects, and it has been used
previously in existing EDA solutions (e.g. [16]). Intrinsic reward,
also referred to as curiosity, rewards the model for discovering
unknown territories and new states.

This makes a difference when exploring very large data sets with
a mix of both scattered and clustered objects of interest to retrieve,
which makes the exploratory search challenging. Moreover, users
may intervene by choosing to replace or refine a particular explo-
ration operation at any given step. They may also choose to switch
from one exploration mode to another, generating new pipelines in
the process. These combined features make dora the explorer
unique and able to adapt to data and exploration scenarios of dif-
ferent complexities, as well as humans with different abilities from
a fully automated to a fully manual exploration experience.

RelatedWork. Guiding users in EDA is a well-studied area. Nu-
merous works proposed next-step recommendations by using logs
of previous operations (e.g., [6]), or by relying on real-time feedback
3See the query interface and logs produced here http://skyserver.sdss.org/log/en/
traffic/sql.asp

[5]. Our work generalizes previous work on automated generation
of EDA sessions [2, 16]. It is able to handle a diverse set of scenarios
where records of interest can be highly scattered in the data on one
hand, or clustered in some smaller regions on the other hand. It
also accommodates human interventions. Our work is also related
to research on query learning. For instance, AIDE [5] focuses on
building a query based on generating a decision tree that classifies
tuples as relevant/irrelevant, a task requiring considerable user
effort to annotate samples. Another work, REQUEST [7] proposes
a framework for query-from-examples. It relies on a « User-Driven
Pruning » technique to rule out subsets of the space that are irrele-
vant to the user. This approach reduces the exploration space, but
it also requires considerable user effort.

Contributions. dora the explorer proposes an interactive
deep reinforcement learning approach that combines (1) intrinsic
reward to capture curiosity, (2) extrinsic reward to capture data
familiarity, and (3) user interventions to focus and refine the explo-
ration process. dora the explorer is a framework where users
can experiment easily and seamlessly with different exploration
modes and acquire an understanding of the interplay between being
familiar with the data, being a bold explorer, and being directive
(with human interventions) in serendipitous exploration of very
large data. Our demonstration scenarios also include an "under-
the-hood" variant where attendees can see how reaching target
items evolves in a step-by-step fashion. In Section 2, we present an
overview of dora the explorer. Section 3 describes our demon-
stration scenarios.

2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The architecture of dora the explorer is shown in Figure 2. We
now describe its main components: (1) the offline training mod-
ule including a preprocessing module; (2) the online exploration
module; and (3) the graphical user interface. More algorithmic and
experimental details can be found in [14].

2.1 Interface of dora the explorer

dora the explorer provides a user-friendly interface depicted in
Figure 3. Zone A represents the Current pipeline area where a
schematic view of the pipeline of operators that have been exe-
cuted so far is displayed, along with the extrinsic reward associated
to each operation, reflecting target objects explored so far. The
user can also examine details such as the evolution of intrinsic
and extrinsic rewards for each operator in the EDA pipeline. In
Zone B, the Current operator results are displayed along with
the metadata associated to each resulting set. The user can hover
over each set of objects (galaxies in the current figure) and obtain
more details on the objects. The right panel has three sections. In
Zone C, users may select an exploration mode: the Full guidance
mode exploits a previously learned model that is executed without
any user intervention, the Partial guidance mode lets the user
intervene and modify the next operator and its parameters, or the
Manual mode where the user can manually choose the next oper-
ator and parameters to execute. The user can also specify the type
of Target set (Scattered or Concentrated) when some prior target
data distribution is known, and also set a weight for the intrinsic
reward (Curiosity) using a slider. As a result, a model leading to

http://skyserver.sdss.org/log/en/traffic/sql.asp
http://skyserver.sdss.org/log/en/traffic/sql.asp


Figure 3: Interface of dora the explorer.

Figure 4: Looking under the hood. dora the explorer

keeps track of the evolution of rewards and the number of

times an operator has been invoked so far. The statistics are

maintained in memory and updated by considering "Exe-

cute" and "Undo" at each step.

an exploration pipeline is selected. In Zone D Next operator se-

lection, the user can intervene at any step to undo an operator
or choose a new one along with its parameters. This zone is acti-
vated under the partial guidance or manual modes. Zone E is the
Pipeline management panel that provides the ability to Save a

current pipeline, Load a saved one, or Restart the exploration.
The Under the hood feature proposes a set of graphs showing the
performance of the chosen model (see Figure 4 for an example of
stats displayed).

2.2 Offline Training

For showcasing our system on a real-world exploratory research
scenario, we use a data set representing 2.6 million galaxies de-
scribed with 7 attributes: 5 attributes related to magnitude in each
color filter (u, g, r, i, z), petroRad_r that defines the size of an object
and, redshift that records how far a galaxy is from planet Earth. The
purpose of model training is to generate exploration pipelines that
will be used online in the full guidance or partial guidance modes.
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Figure 5: Architecture Details of Offline Training

To train our models, we first preprocess data and instantiate our set-
based model. Equi-depth binning is applied to numerical attributes.
In our implementation, we use the LCM closed frequent pattern
mining algorithm [17], with a support value of 10, and generate
348,857 groups whose size ranges from 10 to 261,793 galaxies.

dora the explorer relies on A3C [11], a state-of-the-art Deep
Reinforcement Learning framework (DRL). A3C is amulti-threading
version of the Advantage Actor Critic, where an Actor model de-
cides which actions to take while a Critic model evaluates the
different states the agent goes through. Our Tensorflow-based im-
plementation has two actors and one critic. The first actor selects
the input set for the next operator, and the second selects the op-
erator and its parameters. The states the agent goes through are
evaluated by a single critic model, producing the advantage evalu-
ations to train both actors. Each learning episode contains action
probabilities and values that get periodically updated as the agent
learns from the environment based on a reward function (where 𝑒𝑖
is an operator (action) applied to state 𝑠𝑖 and results in state 𝑠𝑖+1):

𝑅(𝑠𝑖 , 𝑒𝑖 , 𝑠𝑖+1) = 𝛿.Familiarity(𝑠𝑖+1,𝑇 ) + 𝛽.Curiosity(𝑠𝑖+1)



Operator RCC8 Formalism [15] Output description

by-facet(𝐷,𝐴) NTPPi returns as many subsets of 𝐷 as there
are combinations of values of attributes
in𝐴

by-superset(𝐷) NTPP returns the𝑘 smallest supersets of input
set 𝐷

by-distribution(𝐷) DC returns 𝑘 sets that are distinct from the
input set 𝐷 and have the same distribu-
tion

by-neighbors(𝐷,𝑎) EC returns 2 sets that are distinct from the
input set 𝐷 and that have the previous
and next values of attribute 𝑎

Table 1: Operators in dora the explorer. The initial data

is represented with a bold line and the destination results

are represented with dashed lines.

where Familiarity(𝑠𝑖 ,𝑇 ) = Σ𝑂 ∈𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠 (𝑠𝑖 )
|𝑂∩𝑇 |2
|𝑂 |× |𝑇 | computes the frac-

tion of target objects 𝑇 found in the sets that belong to a state.
Curiosity(𝑠𝑖+1) = 1

𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖+1
is inversely proportional to the num-

ber of times we have encountered state 𝑠𝑖+1.
Several workers run in parallel (see Figure 5) and update the actor

and critic values. The DRL agent is trained based on parameters of
the environment: a Target Set (scattered or concentrated), a Set
Encoder that generates a feature vector for each set of objects. The
features are the set size, the set description, the number of distinct
values in the set, and the entropy of the values in the set, and a State
Encoder that concatenates the encoded vectors of every displayed
set. The training relies on a choice of weights for intrinsic and
extrinsic rewards. The outcome of the training step is saved in a
storage unit that contains all pre-trained models. Newly generated
pipelines are also stored in that unit.

2.3 Online Exploration

This module is used online through the interface in Figure 3. As
presented earlier, there are three exploration modes in dora the
explorer: full guidance, partial guidance, and manual. Full and
partial guidance rely on a previously trainedmodel that results in an
exploration pipeline. Under manual guidance, the user can generate
a pipeline by choosing the next operation to run. A pipeline is
formed by a sequence of operators.

Table 1 summarizes the operators that are currently available
within dora the explorer. Several high-level exploration oper-
ations have been defined in recent work. In [9, 18, 19], by-facet
exploration returns subsets that have the same value for some
attributes (e.g., gender). In [12], by-example exploration [12, 13]
finds sets that are similar to/different from an input set. In [13],
by-example-around returns 𝑘 diverse sets that overlap with an input
set, and by-example- within returns 𝑘 subsets that maximize the
coverage of the input set. Our by-distribution operator bears similar-
ities to by-analytics from [8] that looks for sets similar to/different
from an input set in terms of their distributions, or that admits a set
of distributions and finds sets with similar rating distributions [1].
There exist other types of operations. For instance, by-text explo-
ration actions [4] leverage textual information such as tags and

reviews to find sets that exhibit similar/dissimilar tags or reviews.
dora the explorer relies on an expressive set-based data model
that provides the ability to extend its base set of operators assuming
they are closed under a set semantics.

3 DEMONSTRATION SCENARIOS

Our scenarios are available on our application at https://bit.ly/dora-
application.

Scenario 1: Balancing Data Familiarity and Curiosity. This sce-
nario illustrates the utility of mixing Curiosity and Familiarity in
model training. By the nature of its training, a full-familiarity model
(with a curiosity weight of zero) will focus only on finding the galax-
ies that were provided in the training set. So, it might happen that,
after a while, following the full-guidance mode on Scattered sets,
the pipeline would seem to turn round and repeat itself. To pre-
vent that, the attendees will change the curiosity weight of the
model, allowing them to wander out of the "beaten tracks" of the
full-familiarity pipeline, and to discover other parts of the data.

Scenario 2: Enabling Interventions. This scenario illustrates the
benefit of human interventions through different explorationmodes
and pre-trained models. Attendees will start with the fully-guided
mode on the Scattered model. This configuration will take them on
a "tour", using a mix of by-facet (to reveal representative galaxies),
and by-superset operators (to zoom out and explore other galaxies).
Attendees can pause the automatic exploration and examine the
rewards obtained so far. This scenario will lead them to Green Pea
galaxies. At this stage, they will be invited to switch to partial guid-
ance and change the target set to Concentrated. This will deviate
the pipeline from its wide explorationmode to a more focusedmode.
The system will propose a series of operators such as by-neighbors
to explore the surroundings of Green Peas. Attendees will then
switch to the manual mode and select by-distribution, that finds
other types of objects with similar value distributions as Green Peas
(e.g., redshift galaxies). Attendees will see that it is not possible in
practice to pre-train all scenarios, and that it is often necessary to
compose existing models.

In all scenarios, attendees will have the possibility to visualize the
results of their choice, as well as undo each step and try alternative
operators. All our scenarios will be carefully chosen to illustrate the
need for interventions. We will do that based on multiple trials that
display different reward values including null rewards for several
steps. Additionally, they can save generated pipelines and name
them to find them again through our web applications.

Scenario 3: Looking Under the Hood. Interested attendees will
be invited to request statistics as shown in Figure 4. This feature
based on wandb [3] is available both for pre-trained models and
for the pipelines that are being executed. Specific scenarios will
be pre-selected for them to best appreciate the complexity of ex-
ploration and the usefulness of interventions. Attendees will be
told how to add them to the existing operators (as long as they
are closed under our set-based model), and how to use our web
application to train and test new models. This will not only enrich
our set of operators but also provide to our community a testbed
for showcasing the combination of deep curiosity-based RL and
expressive data manipulation operators.

https://bit.ly/dora-application
https://bit.ly/dora-application
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